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Abstract 
In a standard framework of learning a geometric concept from examples, examples are 
classified into two types: examples contained in the concept (positive examples) and those not 
contained in the concept (negative examples). However, there exist cases where examples are 
classified into k( 3 2) classes. For example, clustering a concept space by the Voronoi diagram 
generated by k points is a very common tool in image understanding and many other areas. We 
call such a space a k-label space. The typical case consisting of positive and negative examples 
corresponds to the 2-label space in this setting. 
In this paper, we first extend the &-approximation for the 2-label space originally considered 
by Vapnik and Chervonenkis (1971) (see also Blumer et al., 1989; Haussler and Welzl, 1987) to 
that for the k-label space. Next, the sample complexity for the generalized s-approximation is 
analyzed. The generalized s-approximation is then applied to the randomized algorithm for the 
assignment problem by Tokuyama and Nakano (1991) to obtain tighter bounds. By combining 
the generalized s-approximation with the capacity of a k-label space induced by Voronoi 
diagrams, bounds for learning noisy data for such a k-label space may be obtained. 
1. Introduction 
Geometric concepts are quite powerful to represent real-world complicated con- 
cepts by virtue of their fertile background. A concept is a subset of the space of 
appropriate dimensions, and any point in the space is classified into positive and 
negative points according as it is contained in the concept or not. In a standard 
framework of learning such a geometric oncept from examples, positive and negative 
points are given as input examples, and a concept explaining these examples in a good 
manner is found as a guess of the unknown concept. In this standard framework, 
examples are composed of 2 classes. 
However, in some cases, examples are classified into more than 2 classes. For 
example, clustering the concept space by the Voronoi diagram generated by k points 
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(e.g., see [2]) is a very common geometric tool employed in learning geometric 
concepts in image understanding and many other areas. In this case, examples are 
classified by k labels, and the space is partitioned into k regions by the labels. We call 
this space a k-label space. While the standard case of 2-label space consisting of 
positive and negative examples is well studied, the k-label space (k 3 3) has not been 
well investigated. In this paper, we will clarify several fundamental properties of 
k-label spaces from the viewpoint of computational learning theory. 
In the case of the original 24abel space, the s-approximation and s-net proposed by 
Vapnik and Chervonenkis [l l] and others [l, 51 play a central role in discussing the 
learning complexity of the space. We will generalize the s-approximation to the k-label 
space as follows. 
A concept space S is a pair (X, 9) such that X is a set and 9%’ is a set of subsets of X. 
A probabilistic concept space is a triple (X, W, P) such that (X, B) is a concept space 
and P is a probability measure on X. An m-sequence FEX”’ of X is an s-approxima- 
tion for a concept space (X, 99, P) if 
Member( r, R) 
-P(R) <& 
m 
for every concept REW, where Member( y, R) is the number of elements of R in r. 
Haussler and Welzl [S] defined an s-approximation for only a finite set X and 
a nonprobabilistic concept space. In this paper, we use this term for more generalized 
spaces. 
A concept R ~93 may be regarded as a function from X to (0,lj. We generalize it to 
a label function L from X to (0, . . . , k- 11. A label space is then defined as a triple 
(X, 8, P) such that 9 is a set of label functions and P is a probability measure on X. 
For each LE 3, a region L[‘] G X is defined to be Lril = (x EX 1 L(x) = i}. Then, YEX”’ 
is an s-approximation for a k-label space S=(X, 9, P) if 
Member(F, L[il)_p(L[jl) <E 
m 
for every label function LET?. Here the distance between (po, . . . ,&_i) and 
(molm, . . . , mk- l/m), where pi=P(L”‘) and mi= Member( u, L[“) is the number of 
elements of L[‘] in r, is measured by the L, norm. This is natural when X is a 
finite set of points and P is a uniform distribution on X. Then, the s-approximation 
guarantees that the total discrepancy between the original k-label space and 
an approximate k-label space found from ? is smaller than cm. Here, it is important 
to sum up the discrepancy for each label, as is done in the L1 norm. We will 
analyze the sample complexity for this generalized s-approximation. Although 
the formula in the analysis might look complicated, the structure of this analysis 
is rather simple by decomposing the whole problem into well-behaved sub- 
problems (see also [3]). In this respect, the analysis here is of interest in 
itself. 
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As an application of this result, we demonstrate that the analysis of the randomized 
algorithm for the task assignment problem considered by Tokuyama and Nakano 
[lo] can be strengthened. Also, we mention that, by combining the result for general- 
ized s-approximation with the capacity [4,3] of k-label space generated by Voronoi 
diagrams, we can give bounds for learning such k-label spaces from noisy data, as in 
the case of original s-approximation for the 2-label space. 
2. Range spaces, c-nets and the primary shatter functions 
In this section we will review the analysis of s-approximation by a random 
sampling. We state the results in terms of the primary shatter function of a concept 
space [S]. The primary shatter function nr(m) of a concept space (X, 9) is defined by 
We restate the result of [ 111 in terms of the primary shatter function. 
Theorem 1 (Vapnik and Chervonenkis [111). Ler S =(X, 9, P) be a concept space, and 
cl,c2,d constants such that q&n)<(~~rn)~ and c2= 1 + l/e. Let P be a random variable 
denoting an element of X” obtained by m independent draws under P. Then if 
mamax 
r forms an s-approximation for S with probability at least I- 6. 
A finite subset T of X is called an E-net for S = (X, 9, P) if 
VRE~ P(R)>s+TnR#& 
Similar to e-approximations, -nets can be obtained by random sampling. Replacing 
I;=,, by ( c,m Id ’ m the proof of Lemma A2.2 in [l], the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 2 (Blumer et al. Cl]). Let S=(X,W, P) be a concept space, cl,c2,cj,d con- 
srants such that n,(m) <(clm)d, c2 = 1 + l/e and c3 =ln 2. Let p be a random variable 
denoting an element of X” obtained by m independent draws under P. Then if 
mamax 
( 
J-In_ _ 1 4c2d ln 16c,c2d ~ 
C3E 6’ C3E C3E j 
the set of distinct elements of Y forms an s-net for S with probability at least l-6. 
If the probability of an event is positive, the event exists, and taking 6 close to 1, we 
obtain the following corollary. 
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Corollary 1. Let S,d,c1,c2,c3 be same as above. Then there exist &-netsfor S of size 
r(4c2d/c3E)In(16c,c2d/c3E1. 
3. Label spaces 
In this section label spaces and s-approximations for label spaces are defined. We 
will analyze the probability that random samplings construct s-approximations for 
label spaces. 
3.1. The de$nition qf a label space 
A k-label space (simply a label space) is a pair S =(X, _Y), where X is a set and 9 is 
a set of functions from X to (0, 1, . . . , k- 1). Each function LE_~? is called a label 
function. Further, for each L E 2, a region Lril c X is defined by 
L[‘l={xEX[ L(x)=i}. 
Similar to the case of concept spaces, probabilistic label spaces are also defined. 
A probabilistic label space is a triple S=(X, 3, P) where (X, 2’) is a label space 
and P is a probabilistic measure on X. For a label space (X,2’) and a subset 
A of X, _Yla denotes the set of label functions {LIA: A-+(0, . . ..k- 1} 1 LET), 
where L(, is the restriction of L to A. We call (A, _Yla) the subspace of (X, 9) 
induced by A. 
The notion of the primary shatter functions is extended to label spaces. The primary 
shatter function x9(m) of a label space S=(X, 3) is defined by 
n&m)= max [{Ll,: A-+{O,...,k-l}ILEY}). 
AEX.IAl<P?l 
The symmetric difference L1 0 L2 C&X of two labels L, and L2 is defined by 
Lr 0 L2={x~XJLl(x)#Lz(x)}. G iven two label spaces S1 =(X, _Yr) and S2= 
(X, _Y2), and a label function L, concept spaces S3 =(X, 5?r 0 Y2) and S4= 
(X, L @ YI) are defined by 
The primary shatter functions of S3 and S4 are bounded by those of S1 and S2. That is, 
the following lemma holds. 
Lemma 2. Let S1 =(X,5fI) and S2=(X, Z2) be label spaces. Then ~~,~~~(rn)< 
~2, (m) . ~~~(4 and nz, e ,b) G I,. 
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Therefore, the first inequality is proved. The second inequality can be proved by 
applying the first one with Yz = {L}. Cl 
Similar to the case of the concept space, we can define an s-approximation for the 
k-label space. 
Definition 1. YEX” is an s-approximation for a k-label space S =(X, 9, P) if 
k-l 
izo )P(Lt’$,,-Member( F, Lt’l)( <Em 
for every label function LE 9. 
Here the distance between (porn, . . . ,pk_Im) and (mo, .,. ,rnk_i), where pi=P(L[“) 
and mi = Member( ?, L[‘]), is measured with L1 norm. This is natural and suitable 
when X is a finite set of points and P is a uniform distribution on X. In such a case, the 
generalized s-approximation assures that the total discrepancy between the original 
k-label space and an approximate k-label space computed from ? is smaller than sm. 
It is crucial to sum up the discrepancy, as in L1 norm, for each label. In fact, this is 
a main key in the application discussed in Section 4. 
By a random sampling an s-approximation for a label space can be obtained with 
high probability. 
Theorem 3. Let S = (X, 9, P) be a probabilistic k-label space (k 2 3), cl, c2, d constants 
such that ny(m)<(cIm)d, k<d and c2= 1 + l/e. Let VEX”’ be a random variable 
denoting an m sequence of X obtained by m independent draws under P. If 
mamax 
then y is an e-approximation for S with probability at least l-6. 
This theorem is proved in Section 3.2. 
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3.2. The proof of the main theorem 
We give two auxiliary lemmas. 
Lemma 3. Let S=(X,W, P) be a concept space, c,,d constants such that n9(m)<(cIm)d 
and y be a random variable denoting an m sequence of X obtained by m independent 
draws under P. Then, for any E (0 < E < b), 6 > 0 and q > 0, ij 
mamax 2,n_ - 
1 2czd ln 4cIczd ~ 
tE 6’ t& 
) 
tE ’ 
where t =q In 2 -$ and c2 = 1 + l/e, then with probability at least 1 - 6 the following 
relation holds: 
VRE~ P(R)<.s+Member(F, R)<q&m. 
Proof. Let A(R),B(R)zX” and C(R)zX’* and 93C,c.B? be as follows: 
A(R)={j~X*)Member(j,R)>qsm], 
B(R)={j’~X”jMember(j’,R)=O), 
C(R)={j~jkX2”~j%4(R),j’~B(R)}, 
W,={REWI P(R)<&}. 
Further, let Y’ be a random variable denoting an m sequence of X obtained by 
independent drawing under P. By using a conditional probability, we have 
C(R) 
) 
= c P”( F=j). P” FE u B(R)1 Y=j , 
iigU~~a.A(R) RGY ) 
where Y is a set of RE&? which satisfy JEA(R). Since for all REB~ 
P”(~‘EB(R))=(~-P(R))~>(I-E)~>~~~(-E~/(~-E)) 
holds, we obtain 
P” FE u B(R)1 Y=y >exp 
REY 
) (-z)>ew(-7). 
where the last inequality is obtained since &<a. Therefore, Eq. (1) is replaced by 
C(R) 
(1) 
(2) 
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Since the left-hand side of Eq. (2) is the probability that a vector P. Y’ of length 2m has 
elements of R more than qem in the first half and no such elements in the last half, 
similar to [l, Lemma A2.21 we obtain the following inequality: 
Pzm r- ?‘E u C(R) 
( 
<(2~rrn)~.2-~““. (3) 
RE99. 
Now Eqs. (2) and (3) yield 
Pm YIE U A(R) <exp 
REP. 
) (~)P”“(WkU_C(R)) 
<(2cIm)dexp (-(qln2-i)em). 0 
An s-net assures that any concept with sufficiently large probability has at least one 
sample point. To the contrary Lemma 3 assures that any concept with sufficiently 
small probability does not have a large number of points. 
Lemma 4. For any label space S=(X, 9, P) and a single label function LE 2’ the 
following holds: 
k-l 
P” YEX”: 1 IP(L[‘l)m-M 
i=O 
ember(Y, L[il)l>m)<2kexp (-$). 
Proof. Denote P(L[“) by pi (i=O, . . . , k- 1). The distribution considered here is 
a multinomial distribution Mk(m; po, pl, . . . , pk_ 1) such that the probability that event 
i occurs xi times in m trials is given by 
p(xO,xl, ... ,xk-l)= 
m! 
&,!xl! ..‘xk_l! 
p”o”py . ..p.\--;, 
where xi>O(i=O,...,k-1)and xo+xI+~~~+xk_I=m. Then, for r>O, 
( 
k-l 
Pr 1 IpiWl-Xil>r = C 
i=O 1 
c P&o ,...,uyk-l) 
r’>r z:Z;Jpp-.‘;,l=r~ 
.xi>O,.x,+ .‘. +.x_,=m 
/ 
GC c ! c p(x~>...,~k-l) Ic;l,...,k; r’br Z,.,(pinf-.Yi)=r’i2, Z:i~r(.Y,-pi~l)‘~‘l2 
(4) 
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For fixed I, P(m; PO, . . . ,Pk_ 1; I, r) may be bounded from above by using bounds for 
the binomial distribution as follows. The binomial distribution B(m; p) is 
M2(m; p, 1 -p), and denote the probability that event 0, corresponding to the prob- 
ability p, occurs at most mp-r by P(m,p,r). For Ic{O, 1, . . . , k- 13, define p(l) to be 
Cie, pi. Then, for fixed I, P(m; PO, . . . ,Pk_I; I, r) is bounded by P(m, p(Z), +r). By the 
Chernoff bound [9], P(m,p,ir) is further bounded by 
Hence, (4) is bounded by 
C 
Icjl,....k; 
exp (-&)<2*exp (-&). 
Setting r =un, the lemma follows. 0 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3. We define a concept space S’ as S’= 
(X, _Y @ Y,P). By Lemma 2, r~~~(rn)6(c,rn)~~. Therefore, by Corollary 1 if 
(5) 
there exit &,-nets of size m,. Let T be one of such &,-nets. We define an equivalence 
relation “zT” for _Y by L, tz’T L2 o L, IT= L21T. Further the representative element 
for each equivalence class is chosen arbitrary. Let U(L) denote the representative 
element of the class which L is included in. Since T is an &,-net for S’, 
P(U(L)@ L)<&l, VLEZ. 
By triangle inequality, for any L E Y, 
k-l 
i& IP(Lt’])m-Member(F, L[‘])I 
k-l k-l 
G~FO ]P(L[il)m-P(U(L)[il)m]+ C IP(U(L)t’l)m-Member(Y,U(L)t’])I 
i=O 
k-l 
+ c IMember( r, U(L)t’])-Member( r, L[‘])I 
i=O 
k-l 
<2P(L@ U(L))m+ C IP(U(L)t’r)m-Member(Y,U(L)t’r)I 
i=O 
+ 2Member( r, L @ U(L)). (6) 
The first term on the right-hand side is always less than 2Elm. By Lemma 4 with the 
fact that the number of distinct equivalent classes is less than (clml)d, the probability 
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that the second term is greater than s2m for some representative lement U(L) is less 
than 
; (c1m1)d2kexp -y ( ) <(2c1m)dexp : ( ) -y , 
where it should be noted that we have assumed k < d. Therefore, if 
m>max (7) 
with probability at least 1 --a1 the second term is less than E2m for all U(L). Further, 
applying Lemma 3 to the concept space S’, if 
m>max 
( 
1 2c2d 
cln- 
4cIc2d 
3 62’ t&3 
---In?, 
> 
(8) 
3 
then with probability at least 1 -d2 the third term is less than 2q.s3m for all LEY. 
From Eqs. (5), (7) and (8) with e1 =si/2c3, s3=sz/8t and 6, =a2=$, if 
with probability at least l-6, the right-hand side of Eq. (6) is at most (2~~ +
s2 + 2q&,)m. For sufficiently large 4, 
Now setting s=2.81s2 we obtain the theorem. 
4. An application of &-approximations 
In this section we consider an algorithm for a geometric problem called a splitter 
finding problem proposed by Tokuyama and Nakano [lo]. This problem corres- 
ponds to the traditional task assignment problem. We here analyze it using the 
&-approximation for a label space, and give tight bounds. 
4.1. The definition of the problem and some notations 
Let A(b)= {aO+b, .. . ,ak_ I +b} be a set of k affinely independent points in Rk-’ 
with a parameter 6eRk-‘. Label function 2(x; b): Rk-‘+{O, . . . , k- 1) is defined by 
A(x; b)=min(iIVj: d~I(X,(li+6)~dL2(X,Uj+b)}. 
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Let Q be an n points set in [Wk-‘. For simplicity, we assume that no k points of Q 
are on the boundary of the partition obtained by any label function 2. Sn = (Q, YA Ia) is 
a label space, where _Y?~= {@; b) 16~ Rk-’ ). We call this label space as the splitter 
space. 
Based on the splitter space we give the definition of the problem called l-splitter 
finding problem: 
Problem SF: Given a set Q of n points in [Wk-’ and k integers qi (0 6 id k - 1) such that 
I::,’ qi=n, find a splitter function J.,E&?~ (we call it the target splitter) such that for 
each i, Jril contains exactly qi points of Q. 
We express an instance of problem SF as SF(Q, qo, . . . ,qk_ 1). Tokuyama and 
Nakano [lo] showed that this problem is equivalent o the traditional task assign- 
ment problem and found a deterministic algorithm (we call it Algorithm D) which 
starts any splitter and find the target splitter by inserting n points incrementally. 
Further based on Algorithm D they gave a randomized algorithm which we call an 
Algorithm R. 
Algorithm R: 
Phase A: 
1. Draw m points independently according to a uniform distribution over Q. We 
regard the resulting vector as a set of m points in [Wk-’ and denote it as Q’. 
2. Apply Algorithm D to a problem SF(Q’,qom/n, .. . , qk_ Im/n) with any splitter as 
a start. (To simplify the problem we assume that each qim/n is an integer.) The 
resulting splitter is denoted by 1,. 
Phase B: 
1. Apply Algorithm D to the objective problem SF(Q, qo, . . . , qk- J with ,I,,, as a start- 
ing splitter. 
Before analyzing this algorithm, we give some notations and lemmas here. 
Definition 2. Let II and A2 be splitters and Q be a set of points in [Wk-‘. Then, 
excesso(lI, A,) is defined as 
k-l 
excess&,,A,)= 1 1 IQnl[;‘ll-IQnJ:‘l( I. 
i=O 
Using an excess, the time complexity of Algorithm D is expressed as follows. 
Lemma 5 (Tokuyama and Nakano [lo]). Algorithm Djnds a target splitter I, for any 
problem SF(Q, 40, . . . , qk_ 1) with I, as a starting splitter, within ck’h In n time, where c is 
some constant, n = IQ I and h = excessQ(l,, 1,)/2. 
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We can bound the primary shatter function of the splitter space as follows. 
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Lemma 6. nsA(rn)< k 1 
( - 
. 
Proof.Let A={(u~,...,~~_~)~U,~N~{O~~U~+~~~+U~-~=~}. Forany(ao,...,a,_,) 
EA and m points set Q, there exists one and only one splitter 1 such that Vi 
IIZ%Qj =ui [lo]. Hence, there exists an one-to-one mapping from Zla to A and 
19lQl=lAl= m;;;’ . q ( ) 
Corollary 7. For k >, 3 and m 2 2, ns,(m) <(em)&- r. 
Proof. 
4.2. An analysis of Algorithm R 
We analyze Algorithm R by using an s-approximation for the label space YA. Since 
Phase A solves the subproblem of size m, it takes at most ck’mln m time. By 
Theorem 3 and Corollary 7, for 
42 
mamax zlni,F ___ 
2 127c2k ln 506c,ek 
E2 
(9) 
Q’ forms an s-approximation for the label space (Q, Yi, D) with probability at least 
1 -6, where D is the uniform distribution over Q. If Q’ is an s-approximation for 
(Q,yi,@, 
,,“i’ JA$nQI IA$nQ’I ~_ 
n m i=O 
holds, since IL]nQ’ = qim/n. Therefore, 
k-l 
excess&,,&)= C 
i=O 
k-l 
1 jAf’lnQl-l;lt’l QI I mn 
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holds. Phase B completes within O(k’(.sn)ln n) time. Now setting ~=c(k/n)“~ and 
8=~‘(kr/~rr~‘~)-~ for some constants c, c’, and setting m to the value of the right-hand 
side of (9) for these E and 6, we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 8. Algorithm R solves the problem within O(k ‘I3 n 2/3 ln2 n) time with probability 
1 -O((k1/3n213)-k). 
This completes a rigorous tail distribution analysis of the randomized algorithm. 
This coincides well with the analysis on the expected running time given in [lo], and 
thus strengthens it to guarantee the running time with high probability. This becomes 
possible through the use of the extended s-approximation. 
5. Remarks on the k-Voronoi space 
Hasegawa [3], Ishiguro [7] and Inaba et al. [6] discuss the k-label space induced by 
the Voronoi diagram generated by k points (called k-Voronoi space), and shows that 
for m points in the d-dimensional space the primary shutter function of the k-label 
space is O(mdk). This defines the capacity or dimension of this k-Voronoi space. 
In the case of 2-label space, the s-net gives bounds for PAC learning, where 
a concept which is consistent with the given positive and negative examples is 
constructed as an approximation concept. When noisy data are given as examples, 
a consistent concept to the given examples does not exist any more and the s-net is not 
useful. In such cases s-approximation can be used to guarantee the approximate 
learnability. In a similar way to this, the generalized s-approximation can be used to 
the problem of learning the k-Voronoi space from noisy data. More detailed dis- 
cussions concerning this is done in Ishiguro [7]. 
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